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The rapid rise of social media over the past
two decades has brought with it a surge in
misinformation. 

Online debates on topics such as vaccinations

(http://biophilosophy.ca/Teaching/2180materials/Kata.pdf),

presidential elections

(https://web.stanford.edu/~gentzkow/research/fakenews.pdf)

(pdf) and the coronavirus pandemic

(https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/24/coronavirus-

sparks-perfect-storm-of-state-led-disinformation) are often as

vociferous as they are laced with misleading information. 

Perhaps more than any other topic, climate change has been

subject to the organised spread of spurious information. This

circulates online and frequently ends up being discussed in

established media or by people in the public eye. 

But what is climate change misinformation? Who is involved?

How does it spread and why does it matter? 

In a new paper, published in WIREs Climate Change

(https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/wcc.665), we

explore the actors behind online misinformation and why social

networks are such fertile ground for misinformation to spread.

What is climate change misinformation?

We define misinformation as “misleading information that is

created and spread, regardless of whether there is intent to

deceive”. It differs in a subtle, but important, way from

“disinformation”, which is “misleading information that is

created and spread with intent to deceive”.

Hierarchy of information (green), misinformation (yellow) and disinformation (red). Credit: Treen et
al. (2020 (https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/wcc.665))
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In the context of climate change research, misinformation may be

seen in the types of behaviour and information which cast doubt

on well-supported theories, or in those which attempt to discredit

climate science. 

These may be more commonly described as climate “scepticism”,

“contrarianism” or “denialism”.

In a similar way, climate alarmism may also be construed as

misinformation, as recent online debates have discussed

(https://climatefeedback.org/evaluation/scientists-explain-what-

new-york-magazine-article-on-the-uninhabitable-earth-gets-

wrong-david-wallace-wells/). This includes making exaggerated

claims about climate change that are not supported by the

scientific literature. There is a negligible amount of literature

about climate alarmism compared to climate scepticism,

suggesting it is significantly less prevalent. As such, the focus for

this article is on climate scepticism.

Who is involved?

Our review of the scientific literature suggests there are several

different groups of actors involved in funding, creating and

spreading climate misinformation.

A schematic illustration of the climate change misinformation network. It shows the actors (purple)
and producers (orange), as well as the echo chambers among influencers (blue) and the public
(green). Credit: Treen et al. (2020 (https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/wcc.665))

Our findings, shown in the graphic above, highlight that the

misinformation network begins with funding supplied by

corporate (https://www.pnas.org/content/113/1/92) and

philanthropic (https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-

9326/aaf939/pdf) actors (see purple sections) with a vested

interest in climate change – particularly in fossil fuels.
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This money goes to a range of groups involved in producing

misinformation (orange). These groups – referred to variously as

the “climate change denial machine

(https://www.researchgate.net/publication/284261736_Organized_Climate_Change_Denial)”

and “organised disinformation campaigns

(https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0002764213477097tro.2013.pdf?

1510602820=&response-content-

disposition=inline%3B+filename%3DClimate_Change_Skepticism_and_Denial_An.pdf&Expires=1592402093&Signature=cr77TkPoccoKGcD7gcGWIRW-

ZoBPDetR0YtxF59EZaIadqwRW3Q0B9WRz2DkzGYgCGiZnlcWEuw7BInHfETWLasUh3OcreGOf-

1ktlARvvoc6K2gOiM46vRiF2UrgXaclqJ9ODG6Nxd3oc3XSVPFBw47O9W3ZONio3msakvw3wyFs5E0pLMexbe96DcdCIlsazPqdhhcUcw8b9xtABeGMuk0IKZl163UfRbujcGnk~VU6hxbrzFAMsjg-

lGIHK4RLsjVdzTIicCJuRJZkEqVP5sCO7-

pob90RzUHaLmOLcpmMsT0sE1ywO7QRCSisJf~AHYDdNNj-

l6p3mfzWckvZA__&Key-Pair-Id=APKAJLOHF5GGSLRBV4ZA)” –

include political and religious organisations, contrarian scientists

and online groups masquerading as grassroots organisations

(known as “astroturfing”).

People in positions of power, such as the media

(https://www.academia.edu/35136516/Leading_Voices_in_the_Denier_Choir_Conservative_Columnists_Dismissal_of_Global_Warming_and_Denigration_of_Climate_Science)

politicians

(https://www.researchgate.net/publication/227711861_The_Politicization_Of_Climate_Change_And_Polarization_In_The_American_Public%27s_Views_Of_Global_Warming_2001-

2010) and prominent bloggers

(https://www.researchgate.net/publication/276482331_Structure_and_Content_of_the_Discourse_on_Climate_Change_in_the_Blogosphere_The_Big_Picture)

then repeat and amplify this information in an “influencers echo

chamber” (blue), and from there it reaches a wider audience

(green).

How does it spread?

The spread of misinformation is intertwined with a number of

online and offline social processes. One of these is “homophily

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homophily)” – the tendency for

people to form social connections with those who are similar to

themselves, as captured by the common saying “birds of a feather

flock together”. 

This behaviour is encouraged by social media platforms in the

way new connections are recommended. Together with social

norms and the observation that people tend to trust information

from people in their social network

(https://www.aaai.org/ocs/index.php/ICWSM/ICWSM14/paper/viewFile/8122/8110),

this can lead to “echo chambers

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/284261736_Organized_Climate_Change_Denial
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(https://www.pnas.org/content/113/3/554/)” where information

and misinformation echoes around a particular group. In turn,

this can lead to polarisation, where communities can form around

sharply contrasting positions on an issue.

Another factor which can contribute to polarisation

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6400382/) is the

way online social networks promote content based on being

engaging and aligned with your previous viewed material rather

than on trustworthiness. This is known as “algorithmic bias” and

amplifies the psychological finding that people tend to prefer to

consume information that matches their belief systems

(https://arxiv.org/abs/1409.2651) – known as “confirmation bias”.

Social media platforms are also susceptible to the existence of

malicious accounts which may produce and manipulate

misleading content.

As the graphic below shows, all these human (purple section) and

platform (green) factors come together in a melting pot on social

media to potentially increase the susceptibility of social media

users to spread, consume and accept misinformation.

A schematic illustration of the climate change misinformation network. It shows the actors (purple)
and producers (orange), as well as the echo chambers among influencers (blue) and the public
(green). Credit: Treen et al. (2020 (https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/wcc.665))

These factors are all present in climate change debate. Research

using social network analysis

(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959378015000369)

suggests that a strong homophily effect occurs between polarised

groups of social media users on opposing sides of the climate

debate, and also finds evidence of echo chambers. In addition,

https://www.pnas.org/content/113/3/554/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6400382/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1409.2651
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/wcc.665
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959378015000369
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people’s attitudes to climate change have been found to be

strongly correlated to their ideology, values and social norms

(https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/wcc.269).

Why does it matter?

A key strategy used by the actors that spread climate change

misinformation is to create doubt in people’s minds, leading to

what has been described as a “paralysing fog of doubt around

climate change (http://www.sharonlbegley.com/global-warming-

deniers-a-well-funded-machine)”. There are three main themes:

doubt about the reality of climate change; doubt about the

urgency

(https://climateaccess.org/system/files/Moser_Communicating%20Climate%20Change.pdf);

and doubt about the credentials of climate scientists

(https://academic.oup.com/bioscience/article/68/4/281/4644513).

Research has suggested that climate misinformation can,

therefore, contribute to public confusion

(https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/gch2.201600008)

and political inaction

(https://www.researchgate.net/publication/324505708_Correcting_misinformation_about_climate_change_the_impact_of_partisanship_in_an_experimental_setting)

rejection of or reduced support for mitigation policies

(https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-9326/aaa49f?

iu=/19849159/MobileApps-TWN/fr-

CA/news&iap=false&exception=true&cust_params=b%3DNA%26newsid%3D55989%26windspeed%3D28%26postal%3DJ4B%26feelslike%3D8%26g%3D0%26contviewed%3D3%26rainaccst%3D0%26warning%3DFALSE%26snowaccst%3D0%26precip%3Dno_precip%26temp%3D11%26aam%3D861000%2Csuccess1%2Csuccess2%2C1744154%2C2049405%26pos%3D%26ltperiod%3D%26uvdata%3D%26orientation%3Dlandscape%26location%3DUSNY1143%26test%3DFALSE%26platform%3DiPadApp%26videocat%3D%26videoid%3D%26visibility%3D16%26product%3Dvideo%26iconpos%3D%26followMe%3D%26humidity%3D47%26country%3Dus%26cond%3Dsunny%26newscat%3Dnews%2C%26locationname%3Dplattsburgh-

us.ny%26pollen%3D%26stperiod%3D%26pressure%3D103%26rainacclt%3D68%26province%3Dny%26appVersion%3D3.3%26snowacclt%3D0%26c2%3D)

as well as increased existing political polarisation

(https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/gch2.201600008).

Research into misinformation in other areas has found it can

cause individuals to have emotional responses, such as panic

(https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/1963405.1963499), suspicion,

fear, worry and anger (http://informationr.net/ir/18-

1/paper573.html#.XutxAed7lPY), as well as highlight that these

responses, in turn, may have an impact on decisions and actions

taken. There are concerns about misinformation being a threat at

a societal level (https://shorensteincenter.org/combating-fake-

news-agenda-for-research/), particularly for democracies.
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Some take it a step further. For example, a 2017 study in the

Journal of Applied Research in Memory and Cognition

(https://research-

information.bris.ac.uk/ws/portalfiles/portal/152516154/Pages_from_JARMAC_2017_59_Revision_1_V1.pdf)

(pdf) highlights “more insidious and arguably more dangerous

elements of misinformation”, such as causing people to stop

believing in facts altogether, and to lose trust in governments,

impacting the “overall intellectual well-being of a society.”

What can be done about it?

Scientific literature has put forward a range of ways to counteract

misinformation. Summarised in the graphic below, these broadly

fall into the categories of education (purple boxes), inoculation

(blue), technological solutions (green), response (orange) and

regulation (red).

A summary of the potential ways to counteract misinformation found in the literature, along with
their criticisms and caveats. Credit: Treen et al. (2020
(https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1002/wcc.665))

Much of the literature looking more specifically at counteracting

misinformation about climate change focuses on educational

approaches: teaching critical-thinking techniques

(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0959378019307009),

better education about climate change

(https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0959652617322187),

and using “agnotology

(https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00221341.2010.498121)”

– the direct study of misinformation – as a teaching tool. While

these all better equip people to identify misinformation, there is a
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climate-models-have-
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global-warming)
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risk of misuse of agnotology

(https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11191-013-9588-3)

and a requirement for a certain level of climate literacy in

educators (https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1164164.pdf).

Research on counteracting online misinformation also discusses

“technocognition (https://research-

information.bris.ac.uk/ws/portalfiles/portal/152516154/Pages_from_JARMAC_2017_59_Revision_1_V1.pdf)

or “socio-technological solutions

(https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/3184558.3188730)”, which

combine technological solutions with cognitive psychology

theory. 

These take the form of “inoculation” prior to misinformation

being received. This can mean pre-emptively providing correct

information (https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?

id=10.1371/journal.pone.0175799) or explicitly warning people

they may be misinformed

(https://www.researchgate.net/publication/277816966_Misinformation_and_its_Correction).

Pure technological approaches include early detection of

malicious accounts

(https://dl.acm.org/doi/pdf/10.1145/2872518.2890098) and using

ranking and selection algorithms

(http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?

doi=10.1.1.742.3533&rep=rep1&type=pdf) to reduce how much

misinformation is circulating. 

Then there are responses and regulation – bringing in a

correction or a collaborative approach

(https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/1533015X.2017.1305920?

journalCode=ueec20) after the misinformation has been received,

or even putting in place punishments, such as fines or

imprisonment (https://www.poynter.org/ifcn/anti-

misinformation-actions/).

However, all these solutions have a number of caveats. For

inoculation strategies, it is difficult to inoculate against every

issue and to identify the target audience. Technological solutions

bring their own concerns – for example, over censorship

(https://www.prindlepost.org/2018/09/the-dangers-and-ethics-

of-social-media-censorship/), whether the algorithms are
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accurate or effective (https://www.pnas.org/content/113/3/554/),

and there being no clear answer what can and should be done

once malicious accounts are detected

(http://oro.open.ac.uk/53734/1/sample-sigconf.pdf). 

Receive our free Daily Briefing (https://www.carbonbrief.org/daily-weekly-
briefing-sign-up) for a digest of the past 24 hours of climate and energy media
coverage, or our Weekly Briefing (https://www.carbonbrief.org/daily-weekly-
briefing-sign-up) for a round-up of our content from the past seven days. Just
enter your email below:

Corrective approaches come with their own risks. For example,

there is the “backfire effect

(https://www.researchgate.net/publication/277816966_Misinformation_and_its_Correction)”,

whereby individuals receiving the correcting information come to

believe in their original position even more strongly.

Then there is the “continued influence effect

(https://www.researchgate.net/publication/277816966_Misinformation_and_its_Correction)”,

whereby subsequent retractions do not eliminate people’s

reliance on the original misinformation. And there are “belief

echoes (https://repository.upenn.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?

article=1968&context=edissertations)”, where exposure to

misinformation continues to shape attitudes after it has been

corrected, even when this correction is immediate. There is also

the caveat that the source of corrections is important for

credibility (https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10584-018-

2192-4).

Regulation has been described as a “blunt and risky instrument

(https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/final-report-

high-level-expert-group-fake-news-and-online-disinformation)”

by a European Commission expert group. It is also potentially a

threat to the democratic right to freedom of speech

(http://www.ala.org/news/member-news/2018/10/fake-news-or-

free-speech-there-right-be-misinformed) and has overtones of

“Big Brother (https://www.prindlepost.org/2018/09/the-dangers-

and-ethics-of-social-media-censorship/)”.
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In conclusion, it is important to recognise the role of

misinformation in shaping our responses to climate change.

Understanding the origins and spread of misinformation –

especially through online networks – is imperative. Importantly,

although there are several strategies to address misinformation,

none of them is perfect. A combination of approaches will be

needed to avoid misinformation continuing to disrupt public

debate.


